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Here’s the book you need to prepare for Cisco’s Building Cisco Multilayer  Switched Networks (BCMSN) exam, 642-811. This Study Guide provides:

	In-depth coverage of key exam topics  
	Practical information on designing and implementing multilayer switched  networks  
	Hundreds of challenging review questions  
	Leading-edge exam preparation software, including a test engine and  electronic flashcards 


Authoritative coverage of all exam topics, including:

	Utilizing the Enterprise Composite Model for designing networks  
	Using the Switching Database Manager within a Catalyst switch  
	Operating managed VLAN services on a switched network  
	Configuring and verifying 802.1Q and ISL trunks  
	Configuring access ports for static and multi-VLAN membership  
	Increasing bandwidth for interswitch connections with Fast and Gigabit  EtherChannels  
	Enabling Spanning Tree Protocol on ports and VLANs  
	Converting CatOS to native IOS on Catalyst switches  
	Implementing IP telephony in a switched network environment  
	Planning, configuring, and implementing QOS 
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Rails RecipesPragmatic Bookshelf, 2006
           Rails is large, powerful, and new. How do you use it effectively? How do you harness the power? And, most important, how do you get high quality, real-world applications written?
 From the latest Ajax effects to time-saving automation tips for your development process, Rails Recipes will show you how the...
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SolarWinds Server & Application Monitor: Deployment and AdministrationPackt Publishing, 2013

	An intuitive guide to implementing and calibrating SolarWinds Server & Application Monitor with minimum hassle


	Overview

	
		Configure network monitoring services on servers and devices
	
		Populate SolarWinds SAM with network nodes and tailor it to your environment
	
		Design a live...
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I Like to Watch: Arguing My Way Through the TV RevolutionRandom House, 2019

	From The New Yorker’s fiercely original, Pulitzer Prize-winning culture critic, a provocative collection of new and previously published essays arguing that we are what we watch.

	

	“Emily Nussbaum is the perfect critic—smart, engaging, funny, generous, and insightful.”—David...
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Algorithms for Efficient and Fast 3D-HEVC Depth Map EncodingSpringer, 2019

	
		This book describes and analyzes in detail the encoding effort and the encoding tool usage applied to 3D-HEVC depth map coding. Based on the analyzed information, the authors introduce efficient algorithms for accelerating the available encoding tools. The contributions discussed in this book include four algorithms for reducing...
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Building Scalable and High-Performance Java Web Applications Using J2EE TechnologyAddison Wesley, 2001
Building Scalable and High-Performance Java™ Web Applications Using J2EE™ Technology provides the concise roadmap Java developers and Web engineers need to build high-performance and scalable enterprise Web applications. It is unique in its focus on building efficient end-to-end solutions based...
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The Routledge Handbook of Chinese Discourse AnalysisRoutledge, 2019

	
		Chinese is a discourse-oriented language and the underlying mechanisms of the language involve encoding and decoding so the language can be correctly delivered and understood. To date, there has been a lack of consolidation at the discourse level such that a reference framework for understanding the language in a top-down fashion is...
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